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WHEAT STRONG. CHICAGO HELPED BY SPREADERS. BEANS 
OVERBOUGHT. RETRACEMENT TIME? 

Posted on 3/12/2014 5:25:26 AM 

  

Higher for Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with rough rice while lower for oats, corn, 
soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil. The wheat complex has been helped by the weather and 
Chicago by unwinding and reversing bean/wheat spreads off of neutral wheat and bearish bean reports. 
Still, the world supply of wheat is large which should stop this wheat rally from going too much higher. 
Still, Minneapolis made its best high and close since the beginning of December, KC since the beginning 
of November and Chicago early December. Minneapolis has some minor support under 700 and then not 
until 660 down to 640. Meanwhile, it's in some resistance around 712 making this a poor area to take a 
long position. KC's nearest support is under 720, then around 700 with more below 690. Its next 
resistance is at 750. Chicago is also in resistance while it has its support from 620 down to 600. 
Minneapolis/ KC spreads continue to look weak overall but has shown some possible positive signs over 
the last month. Oats had their lowest low in fourteen sessions before settling higher in reversal type 
action. Their closest support starts around 380 while their nearest resistance begins round 460. Oats are 
still in an uptrend with some toppy action lately making it difficult to trade in my opinion. Rice made its 
best high and close in a week also consolidating over that same time span.  Strong resistance looms from 
1530 up to1580.  Corn had its worst low in a week but settled higher still in an uptrend for most of this 
year so far. On the other side of the coin, it did have reversal type action on March 7h that hasn't been 
taken out at this time. Corn has good support from 460 on down especially between 450 and 430. The 
bean complex closed down and looks vary overbought to me. Watch out for a delayed break after its 
bearish grain report. The beans nearest support is under 1320 while the meal has some around 430 and 
pockets of support down to 400. The meal especially is looking toppy to me and just missed a sell 
signal. Oils closet support is from 4300 down to the 4100 area. BUY SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, 
KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT LONG WITH OATS, CORN, SOYBEANS, 
SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, 
commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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